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Learn English effectively



Try 1-on-1 lessons


Learn English online
Skills
Grammar

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Listening

Vocabulary




Online English courses
Online English classes

English classes for adults

ESL classes

English grammar classes

English pronunciation classes

English speaking classes

Advanced English classes

English classes for beginners




Business English course
Practice English
English Tests
Vocabulary test

Test your English level
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Preply›
Learn a language›
Learn English online›
English Grammar





Learn English Grammar 
There’s no denying it: English has a lot of grammatical rules to study. But many students find working through the mechanics of English strangely rewarding!
Try private lessons








32,000+

Experienced tutors


300,000+

5-star tutor reviews
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Tutor nationalities
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About this course
 
These lessons are part of the Preply Grammar Reference, crafted by a team of language experts. This comprehensive guide covers essential English grammar topics, offering clear explanations, illustrative examples, and insights into common mistakes. Benefit from the collective expertise of Preply's dedicated professionals, ensuring a valuable resource for learners at every level. Learn more about Preply.







































English Grammar reference
Here are how-to guides for every type of word you'll find when you learn English grammar. Check out the dedicated categories:

English adjectives
(7 topics)

Adjectives are words that describe or modify nouns and pronouns.


English adverbs
(10 topics)

Adverbs are words that modify verbs, adjectives, other adverbs or whole sentences.


English affixes
(4 topics)

Affixes are word elements that alter the meaning and form of a word.


English conjunctions
(3 topics)

A conjunction is a word that links/connects other words, phrases, or clauses together


English determiners
(2 topics)

Determiners are used at the beginning of a noun phrase to indicate one or more specific things.


English nouns
(6 topics)

A noun is a word that names something, such as a person, place, thing, or idea.


English prepositions
(4 topics)

Prepositions are single words or groups of words that indicate space or time relationships.


English verbs
(10 topics)

Verbs are words that describe an action, state of being or occurrence.


English pronouns
(5 topics)

Pronouns are words that take the place of a noun or refer to a noun. 


English tenses
(3 topics)

Tenses are verb forms that represent the time when something happens.


English sentences
(9 topics)

Sentence structure refers to the order in which the elements of a sentence appear.








Learn English with private lessons
If you are not satisfied with your trial lesson, we will give you a free replacement with another tutor

Sign up now





Free Grammar resources

More articles
English10/5/2023


Figurative language in English: What is it, and how can I use it?


English9/24/2023


How to write the date in English: Tips and techniques


English9/19/2023


“Whose” vs. “Who’s”: Understanding the difference so you never confuse them again








Choose your free English grammar course

English grammar for beginners
This beginner English grammar course covers basic topics for A1 and A2 levels, like how to use future simple, past simple, present perfect, zero conditional, and more. It’s perfect if you want to learn the fundamentals of English grammar. 

Level
A1, A2 Beginner

Lessons
4 episodes

Time
24 minutes

Additional
4 blog posts

Practice
4 exercises



Take the course
English grammar for intermediates
This intermediate-level English grammar course has lessons for B1 and B2 students, covering contract words, modal verbs, conditionals, narrative tenses, and many more topics. So if you want to advance your grammar skills, look no further.

Level
B1, B2 Intermediate

Lessons
2

Time
8 minutes

Additional
4 blog posts

Practice
3 exercises



Take the course
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English Grammar rules explained

More videos









Test your English vocabulary
How many words do you know? Get an estimate in minutes with this simple test.

Vocabulary test





Explore other categories
English Speaking practice
Develop fluency  with everyday conversation topics




Check speaking tips


Master business English
Learning Business English for your career pays off - literally!




Learn business English


Expand your English vocabulary 
Learn practical words for everyday use and specialized topics




Learn new words


Learn English Grammar
Master that famously tricky English grammar with these easy-to-follow free guides.




English Grammar








Preply in the press
Top publications love to feature Preply’s approach to language learning





































What our users say







Bernat
4.9


Aug 3, 2022

Alex is very friendly and professional. He adapts the classes based on the level, the topics of interest and on the type of class. In my case, we are doing 1 hour of speaking per week and after few classes I feel more fluent. I do recommend him! ;)


Jose Javier
4.9


Aug 3, 2022

Katie is an amazing teacher!! We contacted her to prepare us for a job interview and she gave us good materials to prepare it. She was so kind and even gave us a couple of lessons before the interview day. We are very grateful to her!


Andrea
4.9


Aug 3, 2022

I highly recommend Sana because she is a very good teacher. Lessons are always interesting and tailored to my needs. She is friendly, patient and she makes me feel comfortable even if I make mistakes


Deborah
4.9


Aug 3, 2022

My son (14 years old) absolutely enjoys the lessons with David who is an amazing teacher - my son understands him well, David is very patient, focuses on the goals of the student, and talks about interesting subjects. We definitely recommend him!


Daniel
4.9


Aug 3, 2022

Tina is an excellent teacher. She always suggests an interesting topic for our conversations and at the same time focuses on various useful grammar issues. Her lessons are for me thought-provoking and motivating.











Frequently asked questions
How can I learn English grammar easily?

Here are our five best tips for learning English grammar easily.
  
 Don’t get obsessed with it. Try to spend only 20 - 25% of your study time on grammar, and the rest on getting exposure to the language in other ways. Reading, listening, writing and speaking are all far more natural ways to interact with English: grammar is just the glue that holds everything together!
  
 Keep a notebook where you write down verb conjugation charts and grammar rules as you come across them. This will help you keep track of what you have learned, will help new rules “stick” in your brain more easily than online learning.
  
 Learn the words that trigger each tense and rule -- for instance, “yesterday...” often opens a sentence in the simple past tense, where “whilst I was…” often signals the past conditional tense. Learning some example sentences is very helpful.
  
 Resolve any doubts as soon as you come across them. There is plenty of help available online. You can ask English tutors for free advice on Preply’s Q&A forum!
  
 Practice using English grammar as soon as you can by forming sentences yourself. The most efficient way is to start speaking, but don’t underestimate the power of writing in English too! Follow all five of these steps, and you will see progress in your understanding of English grammar in the shortest time possible.






Can I learn English without grammar?

In short: yes, it is possible to learn English without studying grammar -- and some people do. But as long as you don’t obsess over the rules, dipping into grammar can help you make sense of English faster.
  
 In the bad old days, grammar was the primary focus of all European language teaching. In response to that, there is now a trend in ESL teaching that says “don’t bother with grammar at all!”
  
 After all, in almost every language, native speakers don’t learn the grammar until they are already fluent, if ever. They just speak, listen, and speak until their sentences start to feel right. Dedicating a significant amount of your study time to grammar can be discouraging (especially for a language as illogical as English) and doesn’t help you practice using the language.
  
 However, many learners find that studying the rules takes the mystery out of English, and helps it feel logical. This is especially true when you reach an intermediate level! The best advice is probably to take grammar in small doses. Read, speak, hear and write some English, and when you start noticing patterns, look up the rules you see in use. If you have already understood some examples of a particular rule in action, learning about the grammar will probably be a moment of “aha! I get it!” rather than a long and boring trudge through theory.













Learn another language:
	Learn Japanese
	Learn English
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